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the sonic the hedgehog series has been around for a long time now,
and it still manages to maintain a healthy following, which is why it
was a no-brainer to see sega's next big console, the dreamcast, be

the original home for the amazing sonic adventure. in this sequel, the
icy blue hedgehog is now an older version of himself in a different
timeline, and his adventures take him through the various zones of

the world in order to unravel the mysteries of a mysterious
organization called robotnik. with over 100 different stages, including
some previously only seen in sonic adventure 2, the game makes use
of the dreamcast's central tech, trophies, with treasures to find and
hidden credits to collect if the game is completed. this is still sonic 2
with a modern coat of paint, and its a refreshing and fun ride. fast-

paced action, epic battles, and tough enemies.. all this and more has
met the eyes of gamers who have already played (or have yet to

play) the masterpiece that is the super smash bros. series. these are
all qualities that were present in the original super smash bros., but
the key to its success is the excellent and fun battling that is always
present in super smash bros. the gameplay was so revolutionary at
the time of its release, and a few years later its still regarded as a

brilliant game. its graphics are also fantastic, which is not something
that can be said about most of its competitors. super smash bros. is
just amazing and its no different in the wii era. hexic hd gold cheat

codes and unlockables for free the long-running and extremely
popular hexic series contains some of the best mech games on the
market. they are fast paced, tightly crafted, and feature excellent

level design. in this latest installment, a new mechanic is introduced
in the form of hexagonal tiles. these act as platforms as the player

travels across the map. they can be linked together in order to cross
large chasms and gaps, either to create a path or to make jumps

more difficult. as the game progresses, its players are introduced to
new mechs with distinct attributes and playstyles. when the

developer, primal game studios, added hd graphics to the game, it
also put much more information on screen. on a controller or console,
this could mean swiping left and right to switch between weapons and

armor, and tapping a button to use special abilities or a mech's
various weapons. on a pc, it means swiping left and right to change

weapons.
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like discworld, the adventure
game studio was a very

loose collective. they had
very little in terms of
structure and content

besides the idea that there
was a fascination with all

things german for the
german speaking countries,
and so developers across
germany were allowed to

work on various adventure
projects, many of which

became very popular. the
first game in the myst series

to utilize a first-person
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perspective, uru: ages
beyond myst was more than
an evolution of the worlds

click-together puzzle system.
where its predecessor relied

heavily on the graphics
screen, uru explores and
advances in a seamless,

unbroken space that even
includes a noir-style western-
inspired main street. it builds

upon the worlds unique
environment that built upon
an earlier game of the same
name, eventually leading to
two sequels and a handful of
spin-offs, including the best-
selling riven. developer cyan

has gone on to create
possibly the most popular
and critically acclaimed
series of games in the
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gaming world, developing
myst, riven, and more. with
a wide-reaching audience,

cyan has developed dozens
of games in an incredible

span of years, crafting
games with both artistic and

technical innovations that
have inspired millions of

gamers. a brilliant expansion
for the mario series, super

mario world 2 packs an
astounding number of

secrets into its package. the
game presents a detailed
side-scrolling view of the

mushroom kingdom,
complete with new stars,
worlds, power-ups, and

enemies. much more than
just a simple mario follow-

up, super mario world 2 is a
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true sequel and successor to
the original super mario

bros. this is due to its clever,
engaging levels featuring

more difficult and strategic
gameplay elements than any

of the original super mario
bros levels. super mario

world 2 takes full advantage
of the n64 hardware,

including its expanded sound
and graphics technology,
and delivers an excellent

mario game that justifiably
sits proudly among the

highest-quality 2d
platformers of all time.
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